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Below are some basic tips for evil cult leaders and members:
Pick one faith and stay with it. Dilettantism is the mark of an amateur.

Familiarize yourself with the specifications for sacrificial victims, and ensure that unaccept

If the penalty for not-to-specs work is death and/or mutilation, consider working for a more f

Avoid needless embarrassment. Practice the correct pronunciation of your deity’s name in the p
Before agreeing to impregnation by a supernatural being, investigate the survival rate of the
Never invoke anything bigger than your head.

Eschew deities whose followers are all young; such faith groups usually employ an unpleasant r
Avoid all cabalistic jewelry over ten pounds in weight - it attracts unwelcome attention from

Citronella candles may not be used in rituals. I cannot stress this enough. Pastel colored can
Fluorescent lighting is very annoying to most netherworldly creatures.

When the Black Mass goes awry, stay away from the Evil Priest. Enraged demons always go for th

When a religious artifact begins emitting light, CLOSE YOUR EYES. Thousands of cult members co
When mutilating cattle, avoid the ones with testicles.
During ritual sacrificing, taking bits home for later is now generally considered "bad form."

Contrary to historical belief, drugs and invocations do not mix. When the ritual goes awry, it

Piety and belief are powerful things, and few forces in nature, can stand against one who is t

For those situations where a fresh, living, sacrifice is not available, the lower ranks of dem

Instead of picking human victims who are young, virginal and innocent (and tend to turn out to
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